V x,y,z This paper documents a series of free flight tests of a scale model of the Genesis Sample Return Capsule. X_8 These tests were conducted in the Aeroballistic Research Facility (ARF), located at Eglin AFB, FL, during cc April 1999 and were sponsored by NASA Langley Re-CClimi t search Center. Because these blunt atmospheric entry _o_ shapes tend to experience small angle of attack dynamic _b instabilities (frequently leading to limit cycle motions), 0,_P the primary purpose of the present tests was to deter-p mine the dynamic stability characteristics of the Genesis configuration. The tests were conducted over a Mach number range of 1.0 to 4.5. The results for this configuration indicate that the models were dynamically unstable at low angles of attack for all Mach numbers tested. At Mach numbers below 2.5, the models were also unstable at the higher angles of attack (above 15 deg), and motion amplitudes of up to 40 deg were experienced. Above Mach 2.5, the models were dynamically stable at the higher angles of attack. Ngmfnclature A CD CL Cm Cm CN q CA D L.I. L m t reference area, r_D2/4 [mm 2] drag coefficient liR coefficient pitching moment coefficient damping-in-pitch derivative, (Cm_ + Cm_ ) normal force coefficient axial force coefficient model diameter (reference length) [mm] moments of inertia about the x and y axes, respectively [kg-m 2] model length [mm] model mass [gin] time [s] Aerospace Engineer, Vehicle Analysis Branch, Senior Member AIAA. J" Senior Scientist, Associate Fellow AIAA. Vice President of Engineering, Senior Member AIAA. § Consultant, Associate Fellow AIAA. This paper is declared a work of the U.S. Government and is not subject to copyright protection in the United States. model velocity [m/s] coordinates of downrange, crossrange, and vertical position, respectively [m] distance from model nose to center-ofgravity [mm] angle of attack [deg] limit cycle amplitude [deg] total angle-of-attack [deg] roll angle [deg] fixed plane Euler angles [deg] air density [kg/m 3]
Theconcerns with thedynamic stabilityof this configuration areassociated withtheangular motion of the SRCin supersonic flight,where theparachute is deployed, since large attitude excursions could prevent a successful deployment. Thispaper presents estimates ofthedynamic stability characteristics, alongwiththe staticaerodynamic coefficients, extracted fromtrajectorydatacollected duringfreeflighttestsof scaled models oftheGenesis SRC.
Models and Test Conditions
The body of the models was milled from steel. A brass base plug was used to shift the model's center of gravity to about the XcJD = 0.343 location (see Figure  3 ). Since these blunt entry configurations have high drag characteristics, the models were designed to be relatively massive in order to minimize the deceleration experienced during flight in the test facility.
Aerodynamic Testine

Aeroballistic Research Facility
The tests were conducted in the USAF Aeroballistic Research Facility (ARF) 1 that is illustrated in Figure   2 . for two of the twelve flight tests. Note that roll orientation and spin rates were not measured during the current tests. Prior testing of similar blunt entry configurations determined that the associated roll rates could be assumed to be small.
Aerodynamic Parameter Identification
The procedure for the trajectory analysis of data collected in a given free-flight experiment involves: MLM is an iterative procedure that adjusts the aerodynamic coefficients to maximize a likelihood function. The primary objective has been to achieve the best match to the experimentally measured trajectory meas- Figure 7 shows the variability of the axial force with angle of attack. As expected, the axial force coefficient tends to decrease with increasing angle of attack. Figure 10 , along with the sectional fit resuits.
The dynamic stability limit for this model was computed using the linear theory relationship, and was found to be approximately -0.175. It varies only slightly with Mach number and angle of attack. Thus, for
Cmq < --0.175, the model's angular motion should damp, while for Cmq > -0.175, the motion should grow. Based on this limit, Figure 10 indicates that the models are highly dynamically unstable at the lower angles of attack, possibly stable between 8 and 15 degrees, and then unstable again at higher angles of attack (for Mach numbers below 2.5). It appears that above Mach 2.5, the models remain dynamically stable at the higher angles of attack. where the rate at which the motion grows appears to be decreasing.
It is suspected that the two flights at the highest Mach numbers may not be approaching a limit cycle in the classical sense. Instead, they appear to approach a levelapproximately equal to the amplitude at the beginning of the shot. Nevertheless, the dynamic instability is significantly greater at the lower Mach number conditions and for those conditions no measurable limit cycle is apparent below 40 deg.
It has been previously shown 8"9that hemispherical bases with their center of radius located at the model's center of gravity eliminate the low angle of attack dy- Although no limit cycles were found experimentally, the aerodynamics for this configuration suggest that potential limit cycles exists. Because the pitch damping is a function of Mach number, there will be a different limit cycle amplitude for each Mach number.
The limit cycle amplitude can be estimated using the approach given in Reference 10:
This approach assumes that the aerodynamics are independent of Mach number. In the fully dynamic case (with aerodynamics that depend on Mach number), the actual limit cycle amplitude will lag this approximate limit cycle amplitude.
In general, thetermsin thesquare brackets area function of angleof attackonly.Thedragcurveand slopeof thelift coefficient curveareonlyweakly dependent on angleof attackandMachnumber, and hence, areassumed tobeconstant. Thepitchdamping termis a verystrongfunction of angle of attack, and thatmustbe addressed. Therefore, theexperimental pitchdamping data presented in Figure 10were fit with a polynomial from0 to 14degangleof attack, and splined to a constant valueforangles of attack greater than14 deg. Using this representation, the above equation can be integrated in closed form. The resultant expression is a higher-order polynomial that is solved numerically for the limit cycle amplitude (Ctm,mi,).
The approximate limit cycle amplitude is shown plotted in Figure  12 as a function of Mach number. Here we see that the limit cycle amplitude at the higher grow rapidly. These results are also in agreement with modeled, and the trends presented. The models at the the flight shown in Figure 1 proved fits to the motion. The theoretical limit cycles were computed across the Mach number range, and are consistent with the experimentally measured motions.
Conclusions
